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1 ERAL PHISICS RFSEARCH

l.
Milson M. Powell

e.. 2
An investgation of the scattering of 90 Hew ngutrons by protons in 

the neutron scatter angle regions of 00 to 40° and 140° to 180® in the center 
of mass cy tom baa been performed with an aim of ootimating to what extent 
the err henge forces enter into the interaction between the nucleons. For 
thia par poe e a pulsed collimated 90 New neutron bean, produced by the 184- 
in. Berkeley cyclotron by bombarding a half-inch beryliium target with 190 
New deuterons, was directed into a hydrogen f llled 22-inch pantograph cloud 
chamber, operated in a pulsed magnetic field of 22,000 gauss.

The azimuthal distribution of the tracks has been found to be ay 
metrical. The neutron energy spectra computed from the forward scattered 
proton tracks and from the sideways scattered proton tracks show an ein~11 Tit 
egreen ent. These facts insure that no signiricant a i neb er of tracks were over-
looked or incorrectly measured.

A preliminary analysis of the resulta of this experiment shovs ay 
metry within statistical error of the differential n-p scattering cross aeo 
ties curve about 90® in the center of naan system in the regions investigated. 
Thia supports the current theoretical assumption concerning the role of ex- 
change f arene in the interaction between the nucleons.

dalter H. Barkas

Products. W. B. Bar has, B. Tyren,

Thin targets ranging from lithium to uranum have boon bomberded vith 
Mev protons, 375 Mev alphas, and 187 Mev 8 out crane.

which are emitted in the forvard direction, enter nuclear emulsions that are
located at 90° to the beam direction and I 
do true. A secondary particle, such as a 

f the cy-
» is inden-* , Ee* and

fified by ita radius of curvature, range and ionization. Progress haa 
made in determining the range-energy curve for particles beerier than I 
so that heavy fragments may also be identified. The investigation of the 
bombardment of Be and C with 332 Mew protons has been concluded and the re- 
cults are being prepared for publication.

The angular distribution la also being investgated by observing 
oennndary perticles that are emitted at 0°, 45° and 135° to the initial beam
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direction. The energies of the ti—herding particles are 220 Mev for protons, 
242 Mev for alphas and 121 Nov for deuterons.

Mu Meson InteractionvithMattez- D. Sherman

An upper Halt on the cross section for direct production of negative 
muons co bombardment of beryllium by 340 Mev protons has been established 
by comparing the yields of negative pions and muona la the same solid angle 
and momentum interval, and analysing the neon spoctrum into two groups • those 
arsing from decay in flight of pions, and those which might have been di- 
rectly produced la the target. The maximum value at pC = 130 Mev,
in the forward direction la 0.015 the arose nection rar production of pions 
la the sume interval.

in two events (0.4 percent of the M- endinga observed) capture of 
a negative M meson appears to produce a fission type dsintegration presum- 
ably aT a light nucleus la vhich two prongs of 3 micron are prouced.

J. Vedder, R. Sagane

periment to determine the spectru and upper limit of the 
using a spiral-orbit spoctr—star demonstratod that thisft decay from 

instrument was very satisfactory for continuing the work. It is planned to
QM this method to, the spoctra of other high energ ® -decnys from 1ight 
elementa such as

If. B. Barkas
F. M. Smith, W. Birnbaum,

An error has been discovered in the assembly of the apparatus used 
in the nessur—t of magnetic field. This produced a systez atic error in 
the absolute value of the field. Calculations and experimental deterzinations 
showed the previous field values were in error by 0.2 pare—t. This correction 
ia being applied to the present data — it affects the absolute mo—t— of 
the decoy m+ .

The last ezposures of fila to T* —a—a and protons, wore very sat- 
isfactory. The purpose of the exposures wag to redetermine the 7*/ mass 

and to obtain ♦ 4 —r—1 m* ranges from 9* decay. Data is now being col-
looted.

Deutsch, W.
Process—. P. 0. (Ml —, C. E- Violet, F. C. (Ml liar t, 

Barkas

Purther invwe tigation of the process leading to the sudden termination 
of fast electron tracks in the emulsion has (beyond a reasonable doubt) cleared 
up the mystery. Apparently the tracks which disappear are the— of positrons
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rather than of electrons as we originally bellowed. MO are then observing 
the annihilation is flight of pool trees. This proosee has not been ube creed 
directly before. Study of nuclear soattering of fast electrons is continuing.

H. H. Heckman, L- E. Bailey

To date, 105 large angle scattering events bare been found in study 
of large angle soattering of negative pions in Al, Gu and Fb. Exrtensive seen 
ning of the aluminum plates ba we yielded twenty—fine such events. Ms feel 
that this mwb sr of events is sufficient for a statistically satinfactory 
determination of the scattering cross section, and that to incresse the sta
tistics any extent does not warrant the laborious scanning tank involved.

F180 Te aluminum data (uncorrected) gives as the cross nection 090 —• 180 = 
98 o- ()dn= 51 mb a 11-0 mb. The events detected indicate that thia 
large angle eoattarlag la consistent with the assuptions of energy independ 
ence and spherical symmetry.

Approximately forty eventa have been found ench in Cu and Fb; and 
vith a little more scanning, ve can expect a result accurate to 15 percent.

■early all of the parts (includng accessories) have been fintehed 
for the 22-in. magnet, which la now being assembled. The al lyit has been 
finished and the coils are being installed.

The 40- in. magnet is being engineered, part of the detailed drawings 
bare been finished. Model tests are being made to determine the efriciencies 
at different field intensities for a range of pole gaps. The constancy of 
the field distribution as a function of the field intensity was also studied.

0. Chamberlain, E. Sogri, and C. diegand

Since the counter to be need (an eight inch diaaet ar liquid scintil- 
lation coaster developed by Nr. Donald Stork) has been previousy tested and 
found satisfactory, it la bellowed that moasurements could proceed as soon 
as the liquid hydrogen target is ready. It Is to be eight inches in diameter 
and twenty inches long—the bean to go along the axis of the cylindrical ves- nel.

The target construction is partially complete, however the liquid 
hydrogen vessel has been accidentally evacumted and collapsed. Another target 
oust be made.
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Thus far the counter techniques hawe proved inadequate to distinguish 
scattered deuterons from scattered protons as desired. The counters used 
thus far are not up to the standards that any reasonably be expected of scin- 
tillation counters. Further changes and tests are la progrens. A 90 milli- 
curie beta-activity source has been requested which it is hoped will enable 
us to distinguish more readily between fluctuations in pulse height due to 
the two caunes; low light colloction efficency and aystenetic non-unirormity 
due to poor optical «rrm<nnt.

It la anticipated that a proportional counter may be need to measure 
the specifie ionizstion in some cases vhere the scattered particles have abort 
range, and poseibly as a check on the resulte using scintiilation counters.

frotoo-ft-wtca Soattcriar at Redwood Merrloa UftO to HQ Mrr. a? to W 
Pei4 <ow, C.H. Syrian)

John Garrison

The liquid hydrogen target to be used la complete and satsfactry.

A nerious difficulty has arisen in the experl nent el arrangement. 
There are some protons scattered from the inside walls of the colimator 
late the counter telescope. These constitute a background, and they include 
some low energy protons which can be stepped in the liquid hydrogen target. 
This wean a that there in a aystematic error made la taking the dirrerence 
la counting rates with empty and full liquid hydrogen targets. The effect 
la to diminish the background when the target is filled with liquid hydrogen 
and one obtains a cross section value too low. One precising arhwee to avoid 
this error is being considered. It involves using magnetic analysis of the 
proton been after it has been degraded in energy by the l1thium or beryllium 
absorber. Apparently this can he arranged without great loos of intensity.

Pistributionin t_Buclei
W. N. Hess and J. Mllccx

The method at Cladis, Hess and Moyer for measuring internal ■nsutn 
distributions in C and D mentioned earlier in these reports baa been modified 
to yield acre direct information about the momentum distributions. Aa before 
protons resulting from menial oneliea collisions inside the nucleus are ob- 
nerved. The energy distribution of these protons at a given angle la related 
to momentu distribution of the a truck pucleons. A theoretical analysis by 
F. A. Wolff showed that thia energy spectrum la given by an integral involving 
the momentum distrbution.

i
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This method hes nov been modified 
scattered at roughly 90° to the frst la <

beerving the second pr 
idence vith UM first.

a he aa wing both protons resulting from the collision and energy analyaing one 
of than enough para ant ere are know in the collision proceed to det am in* 
the non ent in of the a truck particle uniquely- The mcmentum distribution la 
therefore determined directly nstead of an integral involving the momentum 
distribution. A preliminmry experiment has been perfomed using the magnetic 
particle spectrometer previously dscussed in these reports to analyze Um 
energy of one proton. The other proton vas counted by a scintillation counter 
telescope. Carbon and Cha were banbardad with 340 Me* protons. Using CH2 
a peak was observed in the energy spectrum at the point where prat one from 
collisions with hydrogen should occur. The energ spectra obtained were not 
satiefactory. The background aconting rate of the ON tubes need to deternino 
energy channel a in the spectrometer were excessive- it is nov proposed to 
woo either proportional or aciatlllatlcn a cent are la plane of the ON counters.

.TheTriton (•—->*+)
Eemeth C. Bnadt el, Wilson J. frank, Richard Madey, and Burton J. Moyer

The identification of the triton reaction at the correlated angles 
of 8° for the triton and 110° for the pion was completed this qusrter. A 
more complete description of the experiment will be isaued shortly as a UCBL 
report, bet Um results may be summarized as fnl low :

l- The process obeerved la a two-body correlatod reaction orginat- 
lag from profane on dent arena» A CD2 - C difrerence was obtained 
at the expected angles of correlation, and this dfference din- 
appeared (a) vhen one of the counter telescopes was lowered below 
the plane formed by the bean azis and the other telescope; (b) vhen 
either telescope wa* nowed from the ezpected angle while the other 
ranatnad fined.

2- The partcles observed at the plon telescope have the energ ex-
of the pions to vithn 10 
ared vhen an carb absorber

added.
stop’ute , - c dirference 

ted plan vas

3. The particles e beamed at the triton telescop have the energy 
expected of the tritan to within 10 percent; again th* CD2 - C 
difference disappoared when enoegh absorber to atop the expected 
triton waa added.

A. The particle* obeemed at the trite* telescope have the velocity 
expected of the tritons: the triton telescope ia eleven times 
an far from the target as the pion teleocope, so that the tiz 
of flight of the particle* through the triton telescope can be 
measured. The CD2 - C difference la a maximm for particle* with 
the triton*'• expected velocity, and disappoars for particles of 
10 to 15 percent factor or slower velocitj.
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ProtonProuetton
The results of tola rep er l neat are embodied la OCU Report 1836, re- 

▼toed.

1Ehotomg
Qar boa. aluminum, copper and lead targets were placed la too z-ray 

bean of toe synourotron and too high energy pbotons from neutrel photopion 
docays were who creed at 135° to too z-ray bean direction. Single photons 
were observed by neano of toe pair scattering detector previously reported.

thing tola detector to obeervo a ingle gama rgys at 135° la quite 
jnotifiable. The phot one eonn free too target at 135° to too bean directiom; 
they wore not scattered from too collmator system at an angle less than 90°. 
Thia wao abown by target in. target out oomparison. They ware not pbotons 
ecattered from too no tn been by electrons in toe target. Ml photons scat- 
tered threagb acre than 90° have energies — 1 Mow. They were not photons 
from nuclear react lone. The 15 New thro ahold of toe detector eliminates tola 
possibility- The counts were not accidental coincidences from independent 
even to. Thia waa abown when the counting rate per unit bean waa shrply 
reduced by Inaerting delay cable but not by reducing too been intensity.

-

There are two good arguments vhich indicate too photone cone from 
nea--al moson decay. irstly, toe counts disappear vhen toe pak of toe 
bremestrahlung spectrum of the oynchrotren waa reduced to 160 Mew oloee 
to toe meson production threshold. Seoondly, a transition curve of toe Fb 
converter was token. The magimum efficiency waa for a converter one-fourth 
to thres-eihts inch thick vhhch corresponds to pbotons of too high energy 
(70-100 Nov) resulting from • decay.

The targets were placed in a bean of 300 Mow peak energy; toe C end 
M targets were also erpneed to toe 280 Nev beam. The results shovm la Table I
confirm the obeervations of Panofaky, Steinberger and Stoller (UCAL1495) too 
detected the - r coincidences of " O emitted at 45° to toe beam direction.

8, toe data collected in Fobruary fram 320 Nov exposure of 
» and G; toe current data; and that of Panofsky, et al. are

given, la terne of relative yield per nucleon. All are referred to carbon 
as 1.000.
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Table 1

Eela

Eelao/ASinzlePetestism
200Mev 280Mav

1 1.43 = 0.20

L 1.287 t 0.078 1.31 2 0.06

1.162 x 0.088

B

1.02 E 0.05

1.092 2 0.073

B1O 0.945 2 0.081

1.000 * 0.087 1.000 ± 0.037 1.000 ± 0.096 1.00 A 0.06

Al 0.881 2 0.046 0.888 1 0.101 0.87 * 0.08

Ob 0.493 ± 0.051 0.53 2 0.07

Fb 0.272 ± 0.079 0.35 • 0.14

c

2.
H, r. Bmll Burton J. Moyer

< The prenent phase of the experiment on nuclear elmstic and inelastic 
ecattering of 300 Mev neutrons from C, Al( Cu, and Fb has been concluded.

The details and results of Um experiment are available in the URL 
Report 1938.

u. F. Duziak

The experiment an the measurement of naaoa production cross sections, 
as a function of meson energ, resulting from the haabarOarot of carbon by 
340 Mev prat ana has been completed. These naaawnaato were nada al a moro 
engle to the proton beam on both the "r“ and * T mesons- AX present, caleu 
lations are being parf a mad to present the data Id its final form.
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The 22-inch spiral orbit meson spectrometer requested la January ia 
now being assembled and should be delvered for preliminary experiments with
in a three week period. This spectrometer shall first be need for the study 
of abeolute production meson cross sections at a 90° angle to the incident 
proton or noutron bean. Part of the experiment of meson production at 90°
to Ue 
to cal

'ton bemm from carbon has boon completed- This experiment will serve 
to the spiral orbit spoctrometer. The experiment of w* and n -

meson production as a function of Z, will be performod vith Dr. Sagane on ap- 
proximately 15 elements to illustrate the festures of this spectrometer.

Work is now in process to study Ue P,d w- spectra by use of
the spiral orbit spectrometer. It is felt that experment be done
to a 1O percent mccuracy without great effort by une or this particular tecb- 
nique.

P-=mr*±P+n
O. Heinz

The study of the low energy —eone produced in the reaction
p + p----- a vr** p + a was continued, using the photographic emulsion technique.
The production cross section in the neighborhood of 22 Mev la being carefully
measured, since this quantity might give eono infomation on the very low
energy interaction between ne cone and nucleons.

12. Tr- Attenuation in

D. Stork, S. Leonard

The instrumentation for the moesurement of m* attenuation in hydrogen 
for moson energies down to 30 Mev has been very nearly completed. A 14-inch 
di ana t er scintillation counter has been completed and tested. Auxiliary 
equipment including 2 crystal scintillation counters for pulse height meas- 
urements has also been constructed.

dMrection
S. Loonmrd

The experiment on the proton production of m‘ and 71 T mesons from 
carbon in the backward direction is nearing completion. Additional data 
have been collected in the course of several cyclotron runs.

a
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14m

J. Peterson

Work on the 71 T and r* production in the forward direction from neu
trons has progressed, and data have been obtained. Photographic emulsions 
have been used so far, but it is hoped that it will be possible to use scintil
lation counters and a poise height method.

A aide expertsant has produced a sodum iodide scintillation counter 
which had very high resolution when counting game rays. A resolution of 
7-8 percent full width at half maximum was obtained.

15. ' - Production as a function of Atomic Hueber

J. Merritt, D. Hamlin

General work is being continued on or * —ion production by 340 Mev 
protons as a function of atomic number. Detection is by scintillation crys
tals and delayed coincidence. Nev pole faces, incorporating adjustable stain- 
less steel separators, were built and calibrated for the pair spectrometer
magnet- 
Casta 
from Be

A preliminary run was made on deuterium using D20, H20, GD2» and 
otron run was made on the relative m* production 

Two synchrotron runs were made in conjunction
vith R. S. hhite, ML Jarmie and G. Rapp to test new light pipes and scintil- 
lators.

16. Synchrotron Studies
A. C. Helmholz

There was no running time available for experiments during the month 
of May because of difficulties in machine operation. However, the donut was 
removed at the beginning of June, a new conducting coating was put on the 
quarts sections, and the donut replaced. The beam was quickly found and has 
essentially been satisfactory since about June 15. There is fading, whose 
severity depends on the operating conditions, but the cause is as yet unknown.

During the interval, several experiments have been completed. Rosengren 
and Dudley completed work on high energy photoprotons and a full report is given 
in Resengren’s thesis. The yield at small angles to the beam has been deter
mined. The yield of high energy protons (170 Mev) does not show the fall off 
at 0o as indicated in Levinger"s theory. The yield of protons as a function 
of energy shows a break in slope as found in other experiments (for example, 
thee* of lack). If the process were purely a photodisintegration of "quasi- 
deuterons" in the lower energy region, one might expect this break to occur 
at different energies for different angles. The results do not zeem to show 
this. The yield of photoprotons is also found to be approximately proportional 
to z.

I
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The work of Colgate and Gilbert on the annihilation in flight of posi
trons has essentially been completed. The rate of annihilation of 150 Mev 
and 200 Mev positrons in Be agrees with theory to the accuracy of the experi
mental observations which is about 15 percent. The rate of annihilation or 
disappearance of electrons is less than one-fifth that of the positrons.

Andre ‘s experiment on the yield of T o mesons from H2 and D2 was nrm 
pleted with a run in the first week of August. This will be written up as 
a UCRL report.

White and Jarmie, and Post and McDonald have made progress in their 
experiments on mesons, but experimental results are not yet available.

There was a short run for Softky in his search for a short-lived T2 
radioactivity, and some runs for cloud chamber work were also provided. Re
ports on these and other experiments will be made at a later date.

Jones and Terwilliger have completed an experiment on the yield and 
excitation function of photoneutrons from 13.5 to 320 Mev. The work from 
13.5 to 70 Mev was done at the University of California Hospital in San Fran- 
cisco. The results show that at low energy the photoneutron yield follows 
quite closely the "gamma—ray resonance" as found in radioactivity (Y, k) 
experiments. Above the resonance the cross section for neutron production 
stays up and does not fall essentially to zero. In fact, in the region of 
100-300 Mev it definitely rises, giving the impression that a meson effect 
is setting in (much as in the deuteron photodisintegration) possibly at en
ergies below 100 Mev. By making estimates of the neutron multiplicity, one
can estimate the cross section for photon absorption. This cross section
is proportional to A, even at energies as low as 45 Mev. 
be found in the theses of Jones and Terwilliger.

Full reports can

17, Theoretical Studies

David L. Judd

Charged Scalar Meson Fjeld. J. V. Lepore, R. J. Riddell

The problem of a charged scalar meson field with a single nucleon 
source has been solved by an approximation not involving an expansion in powers 
of the coupling constant. Comparison with the results of perturbation theory 
shows that the latter is valid provided the coupling constant is sufficiently 
small.

Charged Particle Orbits. R. H. Huddlestone

The relative merits of various methods for stepwise plotting the plane 
orbits of charged particles moving in a static magnetic field are being studied, 
and criteria for step else are being developed.
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Bevatron Pole Shape Calculations. P. Wolff

Calculations of fields and properties of the orbits have been carried 
out to aid in choosing a suitable pole tip geometry for the bevatron. Model 
measurements have been used to evaluate the suitability of a proposed pole tip 
design.

Corrections tp kgcleey rceCalculations- M. Ruderman

Higher order corrections to nuclear forces have been calculated from 
pseudoscalar meson theory with pseudoscalar coupling. They are found to be 
large enough to invalidate perturbation procedures.

Neutral Fhotomeson Production. W. Heckrotte

The determination of the relative sign of the proton and neutron meson 
coupling constants is possible from an experimental study of the photoproduction 
of neutral mesons from deuterium. Two different reactions leading to the 
photoproduction have been considered. In the first, that which leads to deu- 
ter on formation in the final Etate (the elastic case), it has been shown that
the total cross sections for the cases Ep • — En and E 
of about 25. The angular distributions for the two cal

= g, differ by a factor 
is are almost identical.

In the second, so called inelastic case, which corresponds to unbound 
neutron and proton in the final state, one finds that there is only a slight 
difference in the total cross sections between the cases En-Ep and g— a — En 
This difference is a factor of 2 or 3. The angular distributions in these two 
cares do differ appreciably rangl ng from a difference of a factor of 2 at 
90° to 4 in the forward direction.

From these results it appears that the determination of the relative 
sign of the neutral meson coupling constants is only possible through a study 
of the cross section of the elastic process. Although there are significant 
differences between the two cases for the 1nel astic production, those differ
ences are certainly not large enough to warrant any reliable predictions. 
We are certainly not entitled to take the results of meson theoretic calcu
lations seriously unless we obtain results which differ between situations 
by at least an order of magnitude. On the other hand meson theoretic calcu
lations almost always can be trusted to yield results in order of magnitude 
agreement with experience.

This experiment would have interesting implications regarding the charge 
independence of nuclear forces since the symmetrical meson theory, the most 
elegant designed to yield the result, requires En=- Ep

Interp of Energy p~p D. Re Swanson

A study was made of the high energy protons by protons. Several types 
of "cut-offs" were introduced into the singular tensor interaction proposed
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by Christian and Noyes; the triplet P state radial equations were then solved 
by essentially exact numerical integration methods. The resulting cross sections 
show a sore pronounced disagreement with experinent. that do the Born approxi- 
nation cross sections of Christian and Boyes. Calculations were carried out 
in the vicinity of 350 Mev and 120 Mev.

I
PclariaatloQ Effects in D. R. awnaoc

If a bean of unpolarisod nucleons is scattered from a target of on- 
polarised nucleons, the scattered particles are polarised (in a direction 
normal to the scattering plane) provided that the interaction contains tensor 
or spin-orbit forces. The polarisation can be detected by means of a second 
m1.H1.t- scattering since the cross section then contains an asiauthal depend
ence «

I, 0) = Lo()(1 * E cos 0),

where £ (e) is essentially the square of the polarisation. Calculations 
are carried out by the author for a double pp scattering using the tensor 
interaction described in the preceding paper, and for a double n-p scattering 
using the central and tensor potential of Christian and Bart (containing the 
•half exchange" dependence proposed by Serber). The polarisation produced 
by the first scattering at the optimum angle of • = 50° was found to vary 
from 6 percent at 40 Mev to 33 percent at 285 Mev for n-p scattering and
from 10 percent at 129 Mev to 15 1 
n-p results (previously published

react at 350 Mev for p—p scattering. The 
are consistent with the azimuthal asymmetry

detected in a double scattering experiment reported by Im Mooters.

cal Stymies

Radioactive correction: to nuclear forces are being studied by Ruderman 
using the Bethe-Sal peter equation. Bo has also sorts a short investigation of 
the effect of chemical finding on the stopping power of materiale. Lepore 
and Huddlestone have been studying the exchange current effects in photo-deu- 

, while the angul ar distributions of protons scattered inelas-teron pr
tically by nuclei are being investigated by Herkrotte. The diffusion approxi- 
nation treatment of beam loos in a linear accelerator due to scattering by 
focussing foils has been extended by Banrich to relativistic particle energies.

I
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XX AC OPERATION ABD DEVELOPMNT

J. Vale

The cyclotron was in operation for research experiments appr
93 percent of the time that the crew vas on duty during this period.

If a target is located properly inside the vacuum tank, —sons that 
leave this target at the proper angle can emerg from the vacu— tank if a 
proper wind— is supplied. A port was installed — the wow tank just 
next to the —in probe for this purrptee. This port was installed last month 
during a abut do— for the replan——t of bearings in the rotary capacitor.

2.60-inchCzalotronOmeration.andDevelorment
Uilliam B. Jones

The time distribution for the 60-inch cyclotron durng this quarterly 
period vas as follow t

437.9 bra382.6 hrs
155.6 bra
105.2 hrs
150,8 hr»
232.1 hrs

Outage
1478.2hrs

.0 hrs

Operatiom efriciency: 84.7 p am mt.

The six-inch copper feelers (reported in UCR—1729, p. 37) were re- 
placed on June 4 with a dollar pair hicn had bo— afar—l— plated to a thick- 
ness of 0.01 inch. The purpose of this replacement was to try to elininate, 
or at least reduce, the 1— bombardment erosion of the feelers. The solution 
of this problem is rery important to operations because oscillator sparking 
causes —at—dineea — the feelers ben—e more eroded. The res alts have not 
bo— completely analyzed in this two non th period but, thus far, operation 
has bo— much steadier end sparking of the —dilator has bo— greatly reduced.

The lightveight ftl—t holders (URL1854, p. 39) have performed 
very successfully since a teflon 1 —3 ator has bo— placed at the ffl—it 
end, replacing the fired lavite insulators first used. The luvite was a sacond 
choice to zirconium, vhich vas not readily available end was subject to frequent 
mechanical and electrical breakdown. The teflon repine—t has el 1st noted
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mechanical breakage and has ninl nosed electrical difficult!— previously en-- 
counterad. Some carbon coating of the insulating surfs— occurs but cleaning 
with tola—e readily restores its insulating quaities. The initial instal- 
lation has bo— used in steady operation for approximately a month without 
failure.

Over a period of years the water-cooling lin— for the cyclotron have 
be no— clogged sad ths flow has be— reduced by a factor of three to four. 
At these reduced flow, the power dissipation capacities of the system ere 
still adequate but a return to normal flows vas de—art advisable. Funpl ng 
a one Normal solution of hydrochloric acid through various lines had wary 
little effect j verse— solution was pumped through and no gala was observed. 
A 00—ercinl boiler scale sole—t was tried and flow was in creased by a factor 
of three. The flow is approximately back to original rat—.

Gharles A. Corum

The installation of remotely con trolled adjustments for the ft in—n* 
and ion source systems has been completed. Adjustment time and personnel 
radiati— do—ge have both been considerably reduced. It is now possible 
to adjust to —rl— be— intensities with little effort.

The fl 1 —t bolder In-and-out adjustment is drven by one of three 
aviation flap —tors located between the dee stems outside tbs eegnet field. 
The driving power (from a 2 to 1 gear reduction box at the —tor) is trans- 
nitted by a 3/16 in. di—star x 7-1/2 foot n—el flexible shaft in a phosphor- 
bronze eh—th. A quick epring—snap coupling makes a positive co—octi— to 
the worm shaft of the fll——t holder adjustment — oh—1— (UCRL—1854, p. 39). 
A ton-turn Helipot pot—tin—ter is geared to the —tor shaft which penal to 
—altering the approximate position of the fll — t fr— the control desk.

The f ll—ent adjuster la operation is run out to its limit before 
a filament change is —de. It is th— returned to a position of peak be—, 
indicated — the desk monitor, after the fils—nt is installed. This is 

do— to assure — operating position approzima tely near peak after the change. 
The two co— adjust—nt screws (UCR-1729, p. 39) are also driven by aviation 
flap motors and flexible cables, coupled by the same style quick coupling 
clamp as used — the filament bolder drive. The operating position of the 
o—e is determined by the — fin— bo— availaMe and, as there is enough 
latitude of movement available, — monitoring of the motion is necessary.

G. Bernard Bossi

The 60-inch cyclotron carbon beam intensities reported in UCRL1854, 
p. 42, have proved to be of sufficient intensity to varrant oss for bombard-
ments. Time records thr 
hours spent accelerating

at the past three months indicate that, of 147 
io—, 105 hours were spent — bombardments.

The re—Inder of the time vas spent. in adjusting the working para—ter e to 
obtain stesdiness of operation and intensity levels. A large amount of time

i
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la o rawed la repl acing the carbon ion source when erosion of the high he* 
proceeds to a point where the bam intensity diminshes. After replacement 
of parts, the bean has consistently returned to peat levels.

The carbon hat, tungsten support ano, and part of the nona structure 
run at white boat during operation, fl] man t rap] an mart la naoeaaarj after 
approximately two hours. While of the coll imtiag slot above the filamemt 
haoma coated with carbon and restrict its else after some seven to tm hours 
of me. The high hot section, which acts as an electron dumper, erodes through 
in variable tim periods. The hat erosion tim has proven to bo a function 
of the distance between oom and hat and is now set at 7/B inch. With thia 
spacing, source changes to specifically change the bat have bam elfminated.

A multiple faraday cup has bom designed to better study the external 
beam charac .eristics. Trouble has bem encountered in this type of bomberd- 
mt because of residual alpha beams. During carbon operation, a sufficient
amount of helium gas la I from the surfaces to produce m external 

bem at specific m^et reemanoe. Withalpha beam la exoeea of the C
the multiple cup, the ratio betveen these beems has been obtained at various
magnet settings. figure 1 shows such a curve.

The multiple cup has two foil barriers preceding the alpha pickup 
cup. The first foil is of 0.001 la. f minim and la grounded. It serves to 
eliminate the c*2 and other extreneous particles with energies lom than 70
Mev. 
all

• as rend foil is an insulated 0.005 la. aluminu foil which absorbs 
particles between 70 and 130 Mev. The insulated cup picks up alpha

particles vhich penetrate the two foil barriers. The leyout is shewn la 
Pigure 2. The close overlapping of the C*6 and Be*2 beam is due to the simi-" " ~ -e-, (m/e)c*6 ■ 2.0001 and

ditlos it la possible, with appropriate 
particles with only amall amounts of

Figure 2. The close overlapping < 
ariy in the m/e of the partials i

(m/e)EF2 * 2.014. ndef select 
ise-tings, to bombard with 1

1.e

The considerable
the time available for
however, are being planned.

-2,ov it. Further source experiments.

George C. MoFarland

During May the synchrotron did not operate at full energ or at high 
enough ntensities to be useful.

Early la June, after a two woah overhaul, the mrhino immediatel3 
produced a useable full energy bem. During the overhaul, the conduct ine 
coating in the quarts vacuum oh mb or waa reapplied. Evidence indicates that 
non unifora layers of conducting coating had accumulated which disturbed the 
magnetic field so that a useable bean could not be attained.

«
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After refining the besm la June, the mynchrotran was made availabl 
for physics research. Ite operating schedule vas Tp anti lit nearly 20 poro—t 
la order to meke up mome of the loot time-

Ite second electron magnet of the linear accelerator tea teen coD-- 
structed and la ready for installation. Ite power supply for the wait in being 
constructed. teen installed, just behind the preheat electron magnet, it 
will allow lens exit electron error in the ourreat coll beem montor.

A alorowolt sensitive mmplifier la now ready for teat, la plane of 
the previous mllivolt senstive unit. This will permit beam current res- 
elation to the microwolt onion level within the shield of the current ooll.

A smple error sgnal amplifier is in the test stage for the rf moni- 
tor system. Thi tuo tube mmplifier allow mocuracies comparable tc the slide 
back volt not or la this application.

Statisticn
Runnng time
Mintenanco
Impair

M. M. Erobeck

me undng us ccmpletea on Jumne 25, 1952, 15 eeethu after it was 
started. It vas *w<g«nally expected that the vinding operation would require 
about 6 montho with a day and night shirt, but delays were caused largely 
b diversion of manpover and ore n ee to classified work and by poor delivery 
and quality of vendor furnshed co11 spacers for the third and fourth quart 
reate. Ite ooll consists of 176 turns of 1-7/8 inch dlamoter stranded cop- 
par cable, 26 miles long veighing 347 tone and wound on a 108 foot O.D. and 
86 foot I.D.

The magnet test vithout polo piecos la proceeding, and pulaing of 
the with lov power ted just started on July 31, 1952- The maget
model teste have shoin that a shaped polo profile rotter than the prevlously

1
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planned straight edged poles is desirable to obtain maxmum useful width of 
field. An outline drawing of the shaped pole profile, completed at the end 
of July, wan sent to the fabricator so that the die could be made. Model 
testa are continuing to dot era inn the necessity of Minor pole prof He nodi- 
fications, such as could be node by ate lowing the din. Since the Brookhaven 
tests have indicated that there la no possible need for a 2 z 6 ft. aperture 
at UGRL, the pole bane length will be shortened to 66 inches, the length of 
the polo tipa with the 1x4 ft. aperture, in order to save steel. Pole fane 
wind Inge oonaluting of 5/16 inch 0.0. x 1/16 wall copper tubing at 3-inch 
non torn will pro wide ample capacity (several hundred amperes) for oerrnot
ing the field abape if required.

The first streight tank will probebly be completed by October 21- 
Two transition tanks should be completed by August 1. Surricient material 
for the first emend tank should be delivered to UCEL by August 19. The fil-
ler frame (for

Infector
The ion gun ariginally constructed for the Bevatron will ba uned for 

a classified project, no • duplicate ion gun in being built and should bo 
completed by Mo wti nr l. As a result of the Brookhaven visit by UCRL personnel, 
it ban boon decided to rotate the centerline of the ion gun 40 Magraon rela- 
tive to the e eat orline of the linac and to use a zagnet for tu ning the bone. 
Thio permits montoring injector voltage by one of the Molecular hydrogon 
ion portion of the bean and aloe resulte in better access to the building
wan on. A mercury dirrusion pump will be need for the ion gum. 
enclosure in being built.

The ion gun

SU ed "Q" of the lnac vith drift tubes mm between 85,000 
and 90,000 vhich in better than expected- The woltag gradent along the 
tank vhs constant within 6 percent, vhich in satisfactory.

Informmtion Divinion
9/18/52 few S ■■MM
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